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SUMMARY 

Eurocontrol has supported an initial implementation of the IP v4 SNDCF by Airtel-ATN. STNA has 
implemented the IP v4 SNDCF inside the ProATN operational router. These implementations have 
been developed by analyzing the specification to provide a definitive requirements specification and 
subject to laboratory testing.  

As a result, Eurocontrol and STNA have prepared this validation report and can state that the draft 
technical provisions for the IP v4 SNDCF have been sufficiently validated to be included in the edition 
of the ICAO documentation (Doc. 9705 SV-V). 

ACP WGN SGN/1 is invited to review the results and to consider them as inputs to an update of the 
Doc 9705 SV-V Validation Report 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

This report details the process employed and results obtained by the ATN Internet SARPs 
Validation Programme for the validation of the proposed IP v4  SNDCF. This is to be 
incorporated into the Internet Communications Service (ICS) technical provisions proposed for 
incorporation into the edition of ICAO Doc 9705, Sub-Volume V. 

The main body of this document presents the validation results of this work. Attachment A lists 
the set of WGN / SGN1 agreed ATN Validation Objectives (AVOs) that have been used to focus 
the objectives of each of the Validation Initiatives. Attachment B provides high-level summary 
descriptions of each Validation Tools (e.g. experimental systems, analysis work, simulations) 
employed by the various Validation Initiatives in a common format. Attac hment C summarises in 
table form the coverage of Validation Objectives by Validation Exercises as reported in 
Attachment D and E. 

This document comprises the following sections: 

• Section 1 provides introductory material, a brief résumé of the background to IP v4 draft 
SNDCF development process including the role of WGN / SGN1 and former ATNP / WGB. 

• Section 2 provides a brief description of the Validation Strategy that has been adopted and 
used as the basis of the Validation Programme. This section includes a definitions section 
(defining the precise meaning of terms such as Validation Objectives, Validation Exercises, 
Validation Initiatives etc.), and a brief résumé of the various validation methods foreseen to be 
employed within the context of the overall ACP WGN Validation Strategy. 

• Section 3 provides the consolidated validation results of the Validation Exercises and 
parameters necessary to support operational Air Traffic Management services. 

• Section 4 reports on future validation work planned to be performed after the publication of 
the IP v4 SNDCF specifications. 

• Section 5 documents the conclusions that have been drawn from the results of the Validation 
exercises. 

1.1 Background 

The current ATN SARPs and the associated technical provisions for the Internet 
Communications Service (ICS) were published by ICAO in Amendment 73 to Annex 10 and in 
the first edition of Doc 9705 respectively. These documents resulted from recommendations 
reported out of ATNP/2 in November 1996. The former configuration control board (CCB) of the 
former ATNP subsequently, in 1999, produced an amendment 1 to Doc 9705 to correct defects 
found in the original document.  This resulted in the 1999 re-publication of Doc 9705 as the 
second edition.  ATNP/2 also tasked working groups with the development of enhancements to 
the ATN SARPs and technical provisions.  WG2 has progressed the draft revisions to the ICS 
technical provisions through a number of iterations, which have resulted in a third edition of Doc 
9705 Sub-Volume V published in 2002. 
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Due to the more increasing part of the IP protocol in ground ground network, former ATNP / WG 
B / SG-B1 was requested to develop an IP v4 and IP v6 SNDCF, for ground ground 
interconnection. Former ATNP / WGB /SG-B1 provided the draft of the ATN IP v4 and IP v6 
SNDCF in October 2002. 

1.2 Scope of the report 

This Validation Report refers to the draft SARPs for the IP SNDCF technical provisions. This 
report describes the status and results of the validation activities undertaken for the proposed 
provisions for the IP v4 SNDCF.  

1.3 References 

 

[REF 1]  DIS/COM/ProATN_Sup/D
CI/AW_116 

Draft SARPS for IP SNDCF – Issue 1.3 by Tony 
Whyman 

[REF 2]  DIS/COM/ProATN_Sup/D
CI/AW_120 

Proposed_Guidance_Material_in_Support_of_the_IP
_SNDCF.doc – Issue 1.0 by Tony Whyman 

[REF 3]  Erreur ! Signet non 
défini. 

ProATN - TAR-TTS IP SNDCF Validation Report – 
Issue 1.2 by Isabelle Herail 

[REF 4]  ProATN/SOF/WD/98/143 ProATN Validation Tests Document – Issue 7.0 by 
Sofréavia/STNA 

 

2 VALIDATION STRATEGY 

The strategy employed in the validation of the third edition of Doc 9705 Sub-Volume V 
incorporates a range of techniques, methods, procedures and tools. The strategy aims to ensure 
the completeness and traceability of the validation process. Each element of the validation 
strategy contributes towards these aims. The validation of the IP v4 SNDCF, as it is provided in 
[REF 1] and [REF 2] will follow the same plan. 

2.1 Definitions 

The Validation Report (i.e. this document) is the consolidation of all the Detailed Validation 
Reports produced as the result of Validation Initiatives. 

A Validation Initiative is a particular set of Validation Exercises carried out by one or several 
States/Organisations. Details of methods, specifications, tools, infrastructure and reports are 
under the responsibility of these States/Organisations.  
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Validation Exercise is the general term for a unit of validation activity. In order to facilitate the 
report consolidation, all validation exercises are defined with a reference to one or several ATN 
Validation Objectives (AVOs). Depending on the type of validation, a Validation Exercise may 
correspond to: 

• an Analysis case, e.g. document inspection, case study, etc. 

• an Experiment with prototype and/or pre-operational systems and/or operational systems 

• a Simulation 

Validation Objectives are statements, which express the various verifications and evaluations 
required in order to declare the draft IP v4 SNDCF as validated.. The list of objectives has been 
assessed by SGN1 as complete for this validation process. 

2.2 Validation Means and Tools 

The following means have been identified, and are used in attachment C: 

(a) Two or more independently developed interoperating implementations validated by two or 
more states/organisations; 

(b) Two or more independently developed interoperating implementations validated by one 
state/organisation; 

(c) one implementation validated by more than one state/organisation; 

(d) one implementation validated by one state/organisation; 

(e) partial implementation validated by one or more state/organisation; 

(f) simulation, analysis using tools e.g. ASN.1 compiler, modelling tools; and 

(g) analysis and inspection. 

The available Validation Tools have been surveyed so as to assess their suitability for validation. 
In some cases, tool modifications and new tool developments have been initiated in order to 
guarantee the proper validation coverage. 

To ensure the traceability of the validation activities, it is important that tools used to conduct the 
validation exercises be properly documented. For each tool used in the validation exercises, a 
high-level validation tool description is provided in Attachment B.  

Note: these tool descriptions are not intended to be the specifications of the tools' 
capabilities. These details can be obtained from the contact point / supplier, as given in 
the tool description. 
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2.3 Enhanced ICS Requirements 

The proposed high-level functional enhancements to the baseline Sub-Volume V, Internet 
Communications Service, are shown in the following table.  The focus of the ICS validation is on 
the validation of these enhancements including validation of their interoperability with 
implementations based on the current ICS baseline (i.e., Second Edition of Doc 9705, Sub-
Volume V). 

 

Label Enhancement for 3rd Edition of ICS SARPs 

ICSX-01 

(Note 1) 

Potential additional ground ground SNDCF to include new ground 
ground sub-network type 

Note1 : the label will be updated as soon as the way the IP SNDCF will be included inside the 
ICAO document, will be known (e.g. Amendment to edition 3, new edition 4). 

2.4 Validation Objectives 

The ATN Validation Objectives (AVOs) agreed by former ATNP / WGB are reproduced in 
Attachment A. The AVOs were developed under 4 major validation criteria, namely: 

• Criterion 1: has the requirement been implemented? 

• Criterion 2: do ATN systems interoperate? 

• Criterion 3: does the ATN satisfy User Requirements? 

• Criterion 4: does the ATN perform well? 

Detailed definitions of each of the above criteria are provided in Attachment A. The coverage of 
the AVOs contributed to by Validation Exercises is given in Attachment C. 

2.5 Validation Exercises 

The validation exercises for this work have been specified by Eurocontrol and STNA.  

2.6 Validation Initiatives 

All Validation Initiatives have been summarised in Attachment D and E. The purpose of the 
summary is to give some insight about the work achieved, and the confidence gained under the 
corresponding exercises.  

The summary reports are written in such a way that, in case further details are needed, the reader 
is provided with all the necessary references and contact points. 
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3 VALIDATION RESULTS 

3.1 Draft technical Provisions for IP v4 SNDCF text consistency 

The draft technical provisions for IP SNDCF [1] have been developed under the control of the 
former ATNP / WGB / SG-B1. The procedures enforced by the WGB ensure that any proposed 
change is firstly motivated, then consistent with current technical provisions and finally correctly 
drafted before incorporation in new version. All text changes resulting from this process are 
traceable. 

Besides this Quality Assurance process, additional verifications have been performed throughout 
the draft IP SNDCF development to ensure overall consistency and correctness both internally 
and in reference to other Doc 9705 Sub-Volumes and base standards (e.g., RfC Documents): 

• An ATNP / WGB / SG-B1 meeting held in October 2002 did a complete editorial review of 
the draft IP SNDCF SARPs ensuring the necessary editorial quality of the draft text. This 
meeting reviewed the correctness of outlines, title texts, presentation, figures and tables and 
internal consistency of cross-references. 

• a final detailed review of the draft IP SNDCF was made through mail exchanges on the SG-
B1's mailing list. 

From the above it can be concluded that there is sufficient confidence that the draft technical 
provisions for the IP SNDCF are specified in an unambiguous and consistent manner. 

3.2 Coverage by Implementations 

The requirements contained in the draft IP v4 SNDCF technical provisions may be divided into 
two categories: those pertaining to ATN systems (i.e. how systems are built), and those pertaining 
to the Network deployment (i.e. how ATN systems are used, how the network is managed).  

Confidence has been gained in the draft IP v4 SNDCF technical provisions pertaining to ATN 
systems by implementing the specification in the prototy pe environment provided by 
Eurocontrol’s Trials ATN Router (TAR) and in the operational environment provided by 
STNA/Sofréavia's ProATN operational Router. A coverage analysis of the requirements 
associated with the specification has been performed with traceability from the draft technical 
provisions through to implementation and test. 

Confidence has been gained in the draft edition of the IP v4 SNDCF technical provision 
pertaining to ATN deployment. As the ProATN operational router is widely employed in ground 
ground communication in operational use today, it is clear demonstration has been made that the 
specification is implementable in operational systems. 

4 FUTURE WORK 

Further development work on the pre-operational/trials TAR or on the ProATN operational 
router is anticipated: 
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• IP v6 SNDCF development requires the availability of stable and validated IP v6 
telecommunication stack, which will be the case in the next future, 

• IP v6 SNDCF tests require the availability of IP v6 network infrastructure. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

Based upon the above and the results of the set of validation exercises reported in this document 
and its attachments, sufficient confidence has been gained to conclude that the draft technical 
provisions for the IP v4 SNDCF are a mature basis for the upgrade or development of systems to 
be used in operational Air Traffic Management environment complying with stated User 
Requirements. It is therefore proposed that the ACP endorses the recommendation in the main 
body of that document that the draft IP v4 SNDCF technical provisions be incorporated into the 
Document 9705. 
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Attachment A -  Validation Objectives 

A.1 Approach 

The validation objectives in this Attachment are classified according to the criteria that are 
identified for ATN validation. Criteria define why  a given validation objective/exercise increases 
the validation level of a (set of) ATN requirements. Four criteria have been defined in this 
document: 

• Criterion 1: has the requirement been implemented? 

• Criterion 2: do ATN systems interoperate? 

• Criterion 3: does the ATN satisfy User Requirements? 

• Criterion 4: does the ATN perform *well*? 

A.1.1 Criterion 1: has the requirement been implemented?  

The IP v4 SNDCF technical provisions must be implementable in ATN systems. Evidence of this 
will be given by the various developments under way. Exercises are necessary to ensure that all 
ATN requirements have been implemented in at least two distinct implementations. The 
contribution of these exercises to the overall ATN Validation is: "the following ATN 
requirements have been implemented in development X by Y".  

Candidate validation exercises to assess this criterion include:  

• Analysis: review of acceptance reports, qualification reports, etc. available for the systems 
where requirements have been implemented.  

• Experiments: limited experiments targeted at demonstrating the implementation of the 
requirement(s).  

This Attachment does not recommend the development of experiments dedicated to the validation 
of this criterion. In case no evidence is found that a given (set of) requirement(s) has been 
implemented, its presence in the IP v4 SNDCF must be justified. 

A.1.2 Criterion 2: do ATN systems interoperate? 

The IP v4 SNDCF technical provisions must lead to interoperable profiles. This has been 
assessed up to a certain point by analysis during SARPs editing. Exercises are necessary to ensure 
that ATN requirements lead to implementations that interoperate.  
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Another issue to be considered under this criterion is the impact of choosing different sets of 
recommendations or options in a given interworking setup.  

Lastly, it is particularly important to verify that the enhancements introduced in the IP v4 
SNDCF do not compromise interoperability with ATN systems that have been implemented 
according to the baseline Doc 9705 Sub-Volume V. Under this criterion, the issue of backward 
interoperability with ATN systems compliant with the baseline edition is therefore to be 
considered.  

Candidate validation exercises to assess this criterion include:  

• Analysis: review of PICS  

• Experiments: verification that a set of requirements lead to interoperable systems. Breakdown 
of this set into individual experiments depends on available platforms. 

• Simulations: detailed models may be used in some specific cases to assess interoperability.  

This Attachment recommends that simulation is used only for cases that cannot be demonstrated 
in experiments using real implementations. 

A.1.3 Criterion 3: does the ATN satisfy User Requirements? 

A number of System Level Requirements have been defined in the ATN SARPs and Doc 9705 
Sub-Volume I.  Exercises are necessary to ensure that these system level requirements are 
satisfied.  

Candidate validation exercises to assess this criterion include:  

• Experiments 

• Simulations 

• Analysis 

A.1.4 Criterion 4: does the ATN perform *well*? 

There are only minimal written criteria about the performance expectations for the ATN ICS. 
Yet, the properties of ATN protocols and of ATN network topologies will be an important 
element in the ATN evaluation. 

Many performance figures that can be measured in ATN networks are relative to system 
performance or to data link capacity. In principle, these figures can be scaled to meet any 
performance target by appropriate system/network design. 
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Some performance figures are ATN intrinsic, e.g. average protocol overhead, and can be 
evaluated on experimental systems or through simulation. 

Expected results in this area are not of a pass/fail nature. They provide indications on which ATN 
validation will be assessed. 

Candidate validation exercises to assess this criterion include:  

• Experiments 

• Simulations 

• Analysis 

Experimental and simulation results should be consistent. Simulation results can be confirmed by 
equivalent experiments in small configurations. This is a way to assess the validity of the 
simulation results obtained for larger configurations. 

A.2 Coverage  

The set of validation objectives defined in this Attachment is meant to be complete in terms of the 
IP v4 SNDCF technical provisions coverage. Although new additional criteria and objectives 
could be defined, the current set is considered to provide the acceptable level of coverage. In other 
words, the IP v4 SNDCF will be considered validated after successful verifications and executions 
of exercises derived from those objectives. 

The details and depth of the verifications required are subject to external assessment as described 
below. 

A.2.1 Conventions 

Objectives are stated, as much as possible, in the form of sentences beginning with verbs like 
"verify", "show", "evaluate", etc. Being high-level statements they are not meant to describe in 
detail the technical steps involved. In principle, one objective is expected to be refined into one or 
several validation exercises. 

A unique reference of the form "AVO-X_nnn" is assigned to each objective. It is intended for use 
in exercise specifications.   

AVO reference numbers do not necessarily appear as increasing consecutive numbers.  

Validation objectives are presented in table format as follows: 

 
Reference Objective Description 
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AVO-3_nnn Verify that ... 

 

Where the term ‘AVO-’ identifies this as an ATN validation objective for the IP v4 SNDCF and 
the ‘nnn’ is the number assigned to the specific validation objective. When the term compliant is 
used in the AVO objective description without a reference to a specific version of Doc 9705 (i.e., 
baseline or third edition) this is to be understood to be referring to the Doc 9705 Sub-Volume V, 
Third edition. 

A.2.2 Assessment 

Normally, objectives state what is to be verified in order to derive a pass/fail verdict. However, it 
is not practical, nor even possible, to detail in this Attachment the exact degree and depth of 
verification that is required in order to declare an objective met. Similarly, this Attachment does 
not specify the number and type of topologies/configurations that should be tested (for an 
objective related to ATN routing topologies for example).  

These issues are considered to be part of an assessment process, which needs to be set up in 
parallel with the development and execution of validation exercises. The assessment process is 
responsible for: 

• deciding which ATN requirements can be considered as validated without any specific 
exercises and provide justification for it. 

• deciding for each objective what is the minimum number/type of exercises that are required in 
order to consider the objective validated. For example: need for two distinct implementations, 
the significant ATN profiles to be experimented, the combination of options to be tested, and 
the configurations for which simulation is sufficient. 

• deciding what are the ATN topologies/configurations to be investigated. 

• specifying target values for ATN properties and performances.  

• relating actual validation exercises/results derived from these objectives to ATN database 
entries.  

A.3 Validation Objectives 

A.3.1 Implementation of ATN systems (criterion 1) 

All the following exercises are meant to be conducted through analysis of existing documentation 
and reports: PICS, acceptance test reports. 
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The expected outcome is an indication of the ATN requirements that have been successfully 
implemented. As a result, some coverage analysis can be derived from these exercises.  

In these exercises, the term 'ATN requirements' is used to refer to mandatory requirements and to 
recommendations. The ATN options, as derived from PRLs, can be considered as out of the scope 
of these exercises. However, ATN options may be the subject of additional validation exercises to 
verify that they are neither needed nor "dangerous" to the ATN service when implemented. 

The term 'implemented' in this context is not restricted to 'implemented in operational/avionics 
systems'. Prototypes and pre-operational are also capable of validating the 'implementability' of 
Doc 9705 Sub-Volume V technical provisions. The degree of confidence required, hence the type 
of implementation, is an issue for the assessment procedure to establish (see 2.4). 

 
AVO_X_101 Verify that all requirements specified for the IP v4 SNDCF have been 

implemented  

A.3.2 Interoperability (criterion 2) 

The ATN Internet Communications Service SARPs specify the ATN Network and Transport 
Layers in terms of their constituent protocols and functions. They mandate certain features, 
recommend others and document a wide variety of options without mapping these to real world 
systems (e.g. Routers and Host Computers). The large number of possible combinations of 
standards, recommendations and options complicates the validation process. 

Within each type of ATN system defined in SARPs (ES, GG-BIS, AG-BIS, A-BIS), there are a 
number of possible ATN compliant solutions (called hereafter ATN Compliant Profiles). A 
Profile is defined as a specific choice of recommendations/options allowed by the SARPs. 
Validation must prove that all these possible profile solutions interoperate. When this is not the 
case, the ATN SARPs must be in error and cannot be validated as they stand.  

Experiments will contribute to the definition of a practical number of interoperable ATN 
components of various types (e.g. air-ground Router, ground-ground Router, ATC Host 
Computer etc.) by identifying ATN Compliant Profiles for them. These Profiles will be 
constructed from the standards, recommendations and options specified in the ATN SARPs. 

It must be noted that the focus of the validation effort is on the enhancements introduced between 
the pre-existing baseline Sub-Volume V technical provisions and the third edition of Sub-Volume 
V.  However, the validation will confirm the interoperability of the third edition Sub-Volume V 
enhanced features with the existing baseline configuration.   

Hence, interoperability objectives concentrate on the dialogue between systems and the service 
provided by those systems, including: 

§ interoperability between systems compliant with the third edition of Doc 9705, and also, 
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§ backward interoperability between third edition compliant systems and systems that have 
been implemented according to the baseline Doc 9705 Sub-Volume V. 

A.3.2.1 IDRP connectivity and policy 

AVO_X_201 Verify that two compliant ground BIS implementing the IP v4 SNDCF 
are able to establish and maintain IDRP connectivity with each other. 

AVO_X_202 Verify that the use of the IP v4 SNDCF between two different 
compliant implementations does not disturb the IDRP routing policies 

A.3.2.2 Data transfer 

Data transfer exercises should investigate various transport user situations. Depending on the tool 
used, transport users may be: 

• raw data exchanges with no relationship to ATN transport users. This data exchange type 
only serves the purpose of demonstrating the transport provider capabilities. It should not be 
used to demonstrate the ATN capability to support any specific ATN user type. 

• models of ATN transport users. These data exchanges can be tailored to reflect the 
characteristics of real application behaviours. These models include setting of average 
messages length, time distribution patterns, etc.  

• prototype/real applications using ATN transport service. These data exchanges can be used in 
demonstration of capability to support ATN user applications. 

 
AVO_X_203 Verify that a compliant ground BIS implementing the IP v4 SNDCF 

allows the transfer of raw data with a peer BIS also implementing the 
IP v4 SNDCF 

AVO_X_204 Verify that a compliant ground BIS implementing the IP v4 SNDCF 
allows the transfer of transport data. 

 

A.3.3 User requirements 

Only a subset of the ATN User Requirements has been selected. The main selection criterion has 
been that the user requirement was linked to an observable property of an ATN network or ATN 
topology and related to an enhanced capability  offered by the IP v4 SNDCF as compared to the 
existing third edition of Sub-Volume V document. 
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AVO_X_301 Verify that some perturbation in a sub-network may not impact the 
ATN service but the average end-to-end transit delay. 

 

A.3.4 ATN properties and performances (criterion 4) 

This section can be viewed as a list of objectives that validates the assumed or implicit User 
Requirements. Other than the ATN SARPS and Doc 9705 Sub-Volume I, no other formal ICAO 
source document is available which states the expected technical high-level 
properties/performances of the ATN.  Generally many of the performance characteristics of the 
ATN (e.g., number of mobile users to be supported) will be determined on a local or regional 
basis. 

The assessment procedure is required to define the expected values/targets against which the 
ATN properties and performances will be evaluated.  

Until these expected values are specified, an objective of the form "Evaluate X" should be 
interpreted as "Evaluate X. Verify that X is acceptable". The acceptability criterion for such a 
general case is: 

• exercises derived from this objective do not reveal SARPs inconsistencies or gaps, 

• observed performances are consistent with provision of ATN user services, 

• observed performances are scaleable to future ATN configurations or ATN systems. 

 

AVO_X_401 Verify that the IP v4 SNDCF allows the forward of NPDU according to 
their security type and their priority. 
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Attachment B -  High level Validation Tool Description 

B.1 Trials ATN Router Validation Tool 

Tool Identification  

Name Trials ATN Router (TAR) 

ATN Lower Layer Stack for Linux 

Category Prototype/Trials implementation 

Description Source Code for ATN air-ground BIS, ground-ground BIS, intra-domain IS and 
end system 

Contact Point and/or Supplier Supplier: Airtel-ATN 

Contact point: Frank O’Connor 

Tool Version and Date Link2000+ Source Code Release F Beta 1 

Supporting Hardware PC  

Supporting Operating System 
and/or Software 

LINUX  

 

ATN Systems x End System (up to the Transport service) 

x Intra-Domain Intermediate System 

x Ground-gorund BIS 

x Air-ground BIS 

¨ Airborne BIS 

¨ Other 

Protocols x ISO 8073 

x ISO 8602 

x ISO 8473 

x ISO 9542 

x ISO 10747 

x ISO 10589 

x ISO 8802 SNDCF 

x ISO 8208 SNDCF 

x ISO 8208 Mobile SNDCF 

x Frame Mode SNDCF 

x IP SNDCF 
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Tool Identification  

Name Trials ATN Router (TAR) 

ATN Lower Layer Stack for Linux 

IP SNDCF Enhancements supported: 

Enhancements supported: 

x IP v4 SNDCF 

x IP v6 SNDCF 

Connectivity Information:  ISO 8082, IP and X.25 subnetworks, 

Notes 
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B.2 ProATN A/G BIS Validation Tool 

Tool Identification  

Name ProATN A/G BIS (Version 4.1) 

Category Operational implementation 

Description Operational ATN air-ground BIS, ground-ground BIS, and intra-domain Level 1 
and Level 2 IS. 

The system can emulate the behaviour of an Airborne BIS in testing 
environment.  

The system can also be configured as an ES and as a combined ES and IS. 
However, the End System capability is limited to the provision of the ATN lower 
layer services up to (including) the transport service. 

The Version 4.1 of the system is compliant with the third edition of Doc 9705 
Sub-Volume V and with the draft IP v4 SNDCF 

Contact Point and/or Supplier Supplier: Sofréavia 

Contact point: 

Sofréavia Mr Pierre SCHACRE 

Tel: + 33.(0)5.62.24.56.13 

Email: schacrep@tlse.sofreavia.fr 

STNA Mr Henri DENIS 

Tel: + 33.(0)5.62.14.54.89 

Email: henri.denis@aviation-civile.gouv.fr   
Tool Version and Date Version 4.1, January 2004 

Supporting Hardware SUN and DEC Workstations, PC 

Supporting Operating System 
and/or Software 

Solaris 5.7, OSF 1 V4.0, LINUX Red Hat 7.2 (kernel 2.4.7-10), LINUX 
Enterprise 2.1 (kernel 2.4.9-e34 smp) 
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Tool Identification  

Name ProATN A/G BIS (Version 4.1) 

  

ATN Systems x End System (up to the Transport service) 

x Intra-Domain Intermediate System 

x Ground-gorund BIS 

x Air-ground BIS 

¨ Airborne BIS 

¨ Other 

Protocols x ISO 8073 

x ISO 8602 

x ISO 8473 

x ISO 9542 

x ISO 10747 

x ISO 10589 

x ISO 8802 SNDCF 

x ISO 8208 SNDCF 

x ISO 8208 Mobile SNDCF 

IP SNDCF Enhancements supported: 

x IP v4 SNDCF 

q IP v6 SNDCF 

Connectivity Information:  ISO 8802-2, IP and X.25 subnetworks, AMSS, VDL Mode 2 and Mode S 

Notes 
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Attachment C -  Coverage of validation Objectives by 
validation Exercise 

 

Validation 
Objective 

Validation 
Exercise 

Validation 
means 
ProATN 

Validation 
means 

TAR 

Validation 
means 

Objectives 

AVO_X_101 

AVE_101 

AVE_201 

AVE_202 

C D B 

AVO_X_201 
AVE_101 

AVE_202 
C D B 

AVO_X_202 AVE_101  N/A N/A B 

AVO_X_203 
AVE_101  

AVE_202 
C D B 

AVO_X_204 
AVE_101  

AVE_202 
C D B 

AVO_X_301 
AVE_101  

AVE_202 
C D B 

AVO_X_401 
AVE_101  

AVE_202 
C D B 
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Attachment D -  Validation Exercises performed by 
Eurocontrol 

D.1 AVE_101 Tests of the IP v4 SNDCF, with ProATN operational 
router and Pre-operational/Trials TAR 

D.1.1 Objectives 

The objectives of this exercise were: 

(a) to prepare a test plan for testing the IP v4 SNDCF implementation 

(b) to verify that the IP v4 SNDCF reaches the validation objectives 

(c) to test the interoperability between two independent implementations of the IP v4 SNDCF 

D.1.2 Exercise specification 

The test plan developed by Eurocontrol was produced with more detailed objectives, tested with 8 
different scenarios dealing with 3 different configurations. For each scenario, the pre-
operational/trials TAR and the ProATN operational router were always used. 

The operational objectives covered by the tests have been numbered as follow inside [REF 3]: 

 
Ground-Ground BIS 

Op1 BIS-BIS connection, IP Establish inter-domain adjacency over IP circuit 

Ground-Ground BIS – ERD 

Op2 Initial Routes Establish inter-domain adjacency as ERD and 
exchange routes 

Op3 Two Adjacent RDs Establish two inter-domain adjacencies as ERD and 
exchange routes.  

Op4 Data Forwarding Forward NPDUs according to security type  
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Ground-Ground BIS – TRD 

Op5 Initial Routes Establish inter-domain adjacency as TRD and 
exchange routes 

Op6 Two Adjacent RDs Establish two inter-domain adjacencies as TRD and 
exchange routes.  

Op7 RD loops Establish two inter-domain adjacencies as TRD to 
already interconnected TRD’s (thus creating an RD 
loop) and exchange routes.  

Op8 Route Advertisements Establish two inter-domain adjacencies as TRD and 
generate routes to be propagated by TRD.  

Op9 Data Forwarding Forward NPDUs according to security type  

 

D.1.3 Exercise result  

All tests were completed with a "passed" result and lead to the validation report [REF 3]. The 
exercise demonstrated that: 

1. The implementation was able to establish data link communications between two systems 
over an IP v4 sub-network. 

2. IP v4 SNDCF does not change the behaviour of the IDRP protocol. 

3. IP v4 SNDCF does not disturb the general behaviour of the ATN router. 

4. Interoperability of the IP v4 SNDCF has been checked between two different and 
independent implementations. 
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Attachment E -  Validation Exercises performed by STNA 

E.1 AVE 201 - Implementation exercise 

E.1.1 Objective 

The objectives of this exercise were: 

1. To analyse the draft IP v4 SNDCF technical provisions, 

2. To develop high-level system requirements for implementation in a new component of the 
ProATN operational router. 

E.1.2 Exercise specification 

The exercise was performed by inspection and analysis of the draft IP v4 SNDCF technical 
provisions. A set of system high-level requirements was produced. A high level design was then 
prepared according to the specification. 

Through a series of design reviews, the high level design was verified to be a complete 
implementation of the specification. Nor missing nor ambiguous requirement has been identified. 

E.1.3 Exercise result 

The high-level design document and the ProATN operational router have been successfully 
updated. Confidence was thus gained that the specification was complete and could be 
implemented by a group of competent Software Engineers. 

E.2 AVE_202 Tests plan 

E.2.1 Objectives 

The objectives of this exercise were 

1. To prepare a Test Plan for an implementation of the IP v4 SNDCF demonstrating coverage 
of all of the technical provisions requirements. 

2. To run the tests plan and demonstrate a successful and complete set of test results for the 
implementation of the specification. 
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3. To verify that the use of the IP v4 SNDCF technical provisions does not change the ProATN 
operational router behaviour. 

E.2.2 Exercise Specification 

The Validation Test Document of the ProATN operational router was successfully updated with 7 
scenarios dealing with 3 different configurations (one new configuration and the modification of 
2 already existing ones). Complete and detailed traces were analysed to check the compliancy of 
the ProATN operational router with the IP v4 SNDCF requirements. 

All these tests have been passed in the ProATN tests environment. 

E.2.3 Exercise results 

All tests were completed with a "passed" result and lead to an update of Validation Tests 
Document [REF 4]. The exercise demonstrated that: 

1. The implementation was able to established ATN communications between two systems 
over an IP v4 sub-network, 

2. The IP v4 SNDCF does not change the behaviour of the IDRP protocol, 

3. The IP v4 SNDCF does not disturb the general behaviour of the ProATN operational router. 


